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§1 Introduction

We are here interested in neoclassical transport in an I =2

high-shear helical system which is similar to the Heliotron-E

device ^ with a large helical ripple, e, (7) ^0.3, compared to

the toroidal ripple, et(i~) ̂ 0.1. It has an average minor radius

of 1=20 cm, an aspect ratio of R/a=10 and a helical magnetic

field of about 20 KG. It is well known that the £=2 helical

system have elliptic magnetic surfaces. The effect of elliptic-

ity on neoclassical transport has, however, not yet been studied.

Our concern is in the neoclassical diffusion for both the 1/v

regime and the plateau regime, where v is electron-ion collision

frequency. In §2, we summarize our results in the 1/v regime

which was published in NUCLEAR FUSION[2].

In tokamaks with vertically elongated cross-section, diffu-

sion coefficient is given by

(1)
2 K2 E(( ic2 -1 )/K 2 )
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Where D^ is a plateau diffusion coefficient with circular

cross-section, K is ellipticity and E is the complete

elliptic integral. This means elliptic magnetic surfaces with

< > 1 improve transport in tokamaks. In §3, we discuss the

effect of ellipticity on the plateau diffusion in an 1=2 helical

system by using the similar analysis to ref. [3].

§2 Neoclassical Diffusion in the 1/v Regime

To study the neoclassical diffusion we firstly used the

Monte-Carlo method as developed by Boozer and Kuo-Petrovic^ .

These authors used magnetic co-ordinates suitable for transport

studies and allowing the ambipolar electrostatic potential to be

kept constant on a magnetic surface. The model magnetic field

suitable for a study of the non-circular effect is given by

considering a rapid oscillation about the averaged variables

(r~, ~§) which are common to stellarator field analyses,

(2) B = BQ { l - e t ( r ) cos 8 - £h(r) sin(2 "8-19 4> )

- ztCr)d sin( ¥ - 19* ) }.

Here, we have assumed that the elliptic deformation is small,

d « 1 , and magnetic surface is shown by

(3) r - r {1+ d sin (2? - 19 * )}.

We have applied the Monte-Carlo method to the model magnetic

field (2). The 1/v dependence is seen in the neoclassical

diffusion and the coefficient depends, however, on the elliptic-

ity. Fur d >0, the diffusion coefficient becomes larger than the

case of d=0. By analytic calculations, the diffusion coefficient

including the ellipticity is written as
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(4) Dx = (1 + 1.2 d)/v.

As d = 0.3-0.4 in usual i-2 helical systems, the elliptic

deformation degrades the neoclassical transport by about 30-50 %.

The physical mechanism for the enhancement of the transport

may be understood from the collisionless particle orbits in the

model magnetic field. The adiabatic invariant J is given by

(5) J = JQ K 1 / 2 (eh-et d cose)
1/2(E(k2)-(l-k2)K(k2)),

Where k2 = c ~ ( 1 + d ) P cos 9 + aP2

2 ( aP - p d cos6 ) '
e
tC = 1 - y %/K,

2
and « = u 12, p= r/a, J = const.

In the particle orbit theory based on J invariance, the condition
2

k =1 gives the transition point where a localized particle

becomes a blocked or a passing particle, or vice versa. This

condition gives

(6) C = a p2 + (1-d) pcose .

Equation (6) describes a circle with the centre at x. =- (l-d)/2ct .

and y=0 in the (X >)j-) plane where X = pcos6 and y=psino. The

transition circle for d > 0 (C-,) and d < 0 (C2) are schematically

shown in Fig. 1. The transition circle for d = 0 will be located

between C, and Co. In Fig. 1, the torus axis is on the right-

hand side. The localized particles trapped in the helical rip-

ples exist outside the transition circles. For example, we shall

consider a blocked particle starting at point S . It will have

the possibility of becoming localized at P, or Yy- When it be-

comes localized at P,, it may cross the boundary of the confine-

ment region (which is assumed to be circular) at S,. On the

other hand, when the particle becomes localized at ?2> t h e
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possibility of reaching S2 or not crossing the boundary will

increase. In other words, deviation of the particle orbit from

the original magnetic surface becomes larger for d > 0 than d <

0. This may explain the diffusion coefficient (4).

§3 Neoclassical Diffusion in the Plateau Regime

Since non-circular deformation of magnetic surface modifies

the plateau diffusion as (1) in tokamaks, we expect that the

elliptic magnetic surface of the 1=2 helical system affects the

stellarator plateau diffusion ,

(7) Di "TT 2rr f

where fi is cyclotron frequency, uT thermal velocity and t is

rotational transform. There is no explicit dependence on the

ellipticity in (7). We calculate the plateau diffusion in the

model magnetic field given by (2).

We write the distribution function for electrons as f=f +

f, , where f is the unperturbed Maxwellian distribution function.

In the plateau regime where f£, is localized around un= 0, only

the pitch angle scattering part of the collision operator is re-

tained. Particles with û  = 0 moving in the bottom of the

helical ripples satisfying 2 9-19<)> - "72 in (2) contributes to

the diffusion. Also the parallel mirror force due to the

magnetic field modulation may be treated as negligibly small. By

applying these assumptions to a drift kinetic equation written in

the magnetic coordinates,

,f,, ,. t 3 „ 1 \)2 3B 3fo u e ,.z£jl(B) U 3? fl " T ~ f JY T X ~ T3? fl " T CT~F if JY
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is obtained. This equation can be solved by using the method

given in ref. [3]. The solution is shown by

(9) fx = Auff^-SJlJ^in^t-^) exp ^

where

3 veRB<j>
U = - s u.2

A = _ _i£
~2tBo nor 3 f .

Here the model magnetic field B is reduced to

(10) B = B o {1- et (r) cos¥- ert (r) d cos¥} ,

since 29 - 19<f> - f/2 has been used. In the plateau regime, the

particle flux is given by

(ID r

By substituting (9) into (11),

M 2 ) r - - 1 R UT 3, 5 C 4D 4 dn

is obtained, where use has been made of

(Bo\ V 3 1 3B
l~B"/ T T f =m£l D"1 sin m9 •

In the particle flux the ellipticity d enters through C^and Da .

For the model magnetic field (10), C^ = D, = ec("r")(l +

d) and both Ci and D{, with I >_2 are negligible, since £fc(r) and

d are small. Therefore, the elliptic deformation enhances the
2

particle flux by (1 + d) (d > 0) in the plateau regime. If

d =• 0 is assumed, the plateau diffusion (7) is found from the co-

efficient of the density gradient in (12). The reason of the en-

hancement is related to the increase of the radial magnetic drift

velocity by the third term of (10). Since the configuration with

d > 0 is realistic, usual &= 2 helical system is uot optimized
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from the point of view of the neoclassical diffusion in both the

1/v regime and the plateau regime. According to the Monte Carlo

calculation by using the more realistic magnetic field model ,

the plateau diffusion of Heliotron E and ATF-1 type configuration

seems to exceed the usual plateau value (7).
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FIG.- X Drift surfaces of particle in state of transition from
localized to blocked one. Ct and Cj are transition circlet for
d>0and d<0, respectively. P, and Pt are corresponding
transition points. Torus axis is on the right-hand side.
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